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[1] We investigate processes leading to uncertainty in forecasts of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (AMOC). A climate model is used to supply initial conditions
for ensemble simulations in which members initially have identical ocean states but
perturbed atmosphere states. Baroclinic transports diverge on interannual time scales even
though the ocean is not eddy-permitting. Interannual fluctuations of the model AMOC
in the subtropical gyre are caused by westward propagating Rossby waves. Divergence of
the predicted AMOC with time occurs because the waves develop different phases in
different ensemble members predominantly due to differences in eastern boundary
windstress curl. These windstress fluctuations communicate with interior ocean transports
via modifications to the vertical velocity and the vortex stretching term dw/dz.
Consequently, errors propagate westward resulting in longer predictability times in the
interior ocean compared with the eastern boundary. Another source of divergence is
transport anomalies propagating along the Gulf Stream (and other boundary currents).
The propagation mechanism seems to be predominantly advection by mean currents,
and we show that the arrival of westward propagating waves can trigger development of
these anomalies. The mean state of the AMOC has a small effect on interannual
predictability in the subtropical gyre, most likely because eastern boundary windstress
curl predictability is not strongly dependent on the state of the AMOC in the subtropics.
Eastern boundary windstress curl was more predictable at 45N when the AMOC was
in a strongly decreasing state, but, unlike at 30N, no mechanism was found linking
windstress curl fluctuations with deep transports.
Citation: Sinha, B., B. Topliss, A. T. Blaker, and J.-MHirschi (2013), A numerical model study of the effects of interannual
time scale wave propagation on the predictability of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, J. Geophys. Res.
Oceans, 118, 131–146, doi:10.1029/2012JC008334.
1. Introduction
[2] Variability and predictability of the Atlantic meridio-
nal overturning circulation (AMOC) and the related topic
of decadal predictability of climate have been subjects
of scientific interest since the first global coupled ocean-
atmosphere models were constructed [e.g., Manabe and
Stouffer, 1988]. In the majority of cases, the preferred index
of the thermohaline circulation has been the maximum of
the overturning stream function, which for simulations of
present-day climate with ~1 horizontal resolution in the
ocean is usually found at ~45N and ~1000m depth. More
recent higher resolution ocean models tend to differ, e.g., in
¼ and 1/12 simulations of the NEMO ocean model, the
maximum AMOC occurs at about 30N–35N [Hirschi
et al., 2012]. The earliest studies, working with flux-
corrected models found substantial variability of the AMOC
on interannual to decadal time scales and sought to explain
this variability. For example Delworth et al. [1993] found
that AMOC fluctuations in the GFDL climate model were
a result of interplay between gyre and overturning circula-
tions, with temperature fluctuations controlling the strength
of the gyre which in turn controlled the introduction of
salinity anomalies to the sinking region, resulting in a stron-
ger or weaker AMOC which then fed back negatively on
the temperature anomalies controlling horizontal gyre
strength. A follow up study indicated that for their model,
the AMOC fluctuations, while intrinsic to the ocean model,
were forced by low frequency fluctuations in atmospheric
(heat) fluxes. The same model was also the subject of a
perfect model predictability study [Griffies and Bryan,
1997], the first in a series of such studies in which ensem-
bles of simulations are run with identical initial ocean states
and slightly perturbed atmosphere states. Subsequent diver-
gence in climate variables between ensemble members then
gives an indication of the potential predictability of those
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variables (given imperfect knowledge of the initial condi-
tions, but a perfect model). Following these pioneering studies
manymore coupled ocean atmospheremodels have been devel-
oped with higher resolution and more sophisticated parameter-
izations of physical processes. In particular the HadCM3model
[Gordon et al., 2000] has been the subject of extensive analysis
and displays AMOC variability at a number of timescales:
decadal [Dong and Sutton, 2005], centennial [Vellinga and
Wu, 2004], and millennial [Hawkins and Sutton, 2007]. The
HadCM3 model is also used operationally to provide decadal
forecasts of global temperature [Smith et al., 2007], one of a
small number of models used routinely for this purpose. Most
previous analysis has focused on the maximum of the AMOC
as a suitable index of the Atlantic thermohaline circulation
and have concentrated on the temperature/salinity/density
structure of the model solution and attempted to explain
variability in the THC based on analysis of those variables.
Moreover predictability studies have so far concentrated on
determining the time scale of predictability of various vari-
ables and also on finding links between THC predictability
and climate predictability [Collins and Sinha, 2003]. Here
we argue that to understand error growth in predictability
studies one must look at the physical mechanisms causing
amplification of small initial differences.
[3] On annual time scales a major source of variability in the
North Atlantic is thought to be propagation of Rossby waves
originating from the eastern boundary where they are hypoth-
esized to be generated by fluctuations in wind stress curl
[Barnier, 1988], although in principle they can be generated
at any location [Killworth and Blundell, 2007]. Rossby waves
have been described by classical geophysical fluid dynamics
theory [e.g., Gill, 1982] and have been invoked to explain in
situ observations [e.g., Siedler and Finke, 1993] fitted a
Rossby wave model to mooring data from the Canary Basin)
as well as westward propagating features in sea surface height
fields derived from satellite altimetry [e.g., Cipollini et al.,
1999]. Whilst there is still ongoing debate concerning whether
the propagating features are truly Rossby waves rather than
propagating eddies [e.g., Pingree and Sinha, 2001; Chelton
et al., 2007], and what factors determine the observed phase
speed, there is a consensus that westward propagation is real,
a conclusion bolstered by the wealth of model simulations pre-
dicting westward propagation [e.g., Barnier, 1988; Hirschi
et al., 2007; Lecointre et al., 2008]. The source of westward
propagation is another issue. Windstress curl at the eastern
boundary has been suggested as the source in both numerical
model studies [Lippert and Kase, 1985; Gerdes and Wübber,
1991] and observations (Sturges and Hong [1995], Polito
and Cornillon [1997], and more recently, Mason et al.
[2011]). However, to our knowledge, the precise mechanism
by which wind forcing at the eastern boundary forces a
Rossby wave response has not been investigated in a full
primitive equation ocean general circulation model. Addi-
tionally, most attention has been focused on annual period
waves/propagating features and little to longer periods (inter-
annual and decadal). Measurements made by the RAPID
(Rapid Climate Change)/MOCHA (Meridional Overturning
Circulation and Heat Transport Array) monitoring array at
26.5N in the Atlantic [Kanzow et al., 2009] have revealed
that the AMOC displays variability onmany time scales, rang-
ing from submonthly to interannual (the ongoing time series is
still too short to resolve decadal variability). Variability on
interannual and longer time scales is expected to have a signif-
icant impact on climate variability in the North Atlantic region.
[4] In this paper, our investigation of error growth in me-
ridional transport leads us to the conclusion that westward
propagating features (with the characteristics of Rossby
waves) forced by windstress curl variability at the eastern
boundary are a major factor in causing divergent meridional
transports in the subtropical and subpolar gyre regions of
the North Atlantic on (annual and) interannual time scales.
The windstress is found to communicate with the ocean via
changes to the near surface vertical velocity and subsequently
by changes to the vortex stretching term dw/dz, which causes
a response in the meridional transport.
[5] The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
section 2 sets out some theoretical expectations for the physi-
cal sources of error growth based on the equations of motion.
Section 3 describes the model and analysis methods; section 4
describes the model meridional overturning circulation and
investigates its variability and predictability on interannual
time scales, showing the importance of westward wave propa-
gation and windstress at the eastern boundary, and potential
dependence on the mean strength of the AMOC. We present
a summary and discussion of our results in sections 5 and 6.
2. Theoretical Considerations
[6] In a first step we look at the basic force balances found
in the equations governing the ocean circulation with the aim
to highlight the terms which are most likely to cause diverg-
ing model trajectories.
2.1. Relationship Between Transport
and Pressure Gradient
[7] We take the geostrophic balance as our starting point.
In standard notation
fv ¼ 1
r0
@P
@x
; (1)
fu ¼  1
r0
@P
@y
; (2)
where x and y are eastward and northward coordinates (in a local
Cartesian frame of reference), u and v are the corresponding compo-
nents of seawater velocity, P is the (hydrostatic) pressure, r0 is a ref-
erence density for seawater, and f = 2Ωsinθ is the Coriolis parameter
(where Ω is the Earth’s rotation rate and θ is the local latitude).
[8] Concentrating on the meridional component of veloc-
ity, we define depth (z) averaged (barotropic) and baroclinic
components, v and v′, respectively, for an ocean depth H
v ¼ 1
H
Z0
H
vdz; (3)
v′ ¼ v v: (4)
[9] The equation for the barotropic component is
f v ¼ 1
r0H
Z0
H
@P
@x
dz: (5)
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[10] As HadCM3 employs the rigid lid approximation, the
pressure P can be written in terms of the density field as
follows:
P ¼ Prigidlid þ
Z0
z
rgdz: (6)
[11] Hence, we can write
f v ¼  1
r0
@Prigidlid
@x
þ 1
r0H
Z0
H
@
@x
Z0
z
rgdz′
0
@
1
Adz: (7)
[12] For the baroclinic component we have
fv′ ¼  1
r0
@P
@x
þ 1
r0H
Z0
H
@P
@x
dz;
 @
@x
 1
r0
Z0
z
rgdzþ 1
p0H
Z0
H
Z0
z
rgdz′dz
0
@
1
A; (8)
where the approximation refers to the fact that the ocean
depth is a function of position and hence the depth integral
of the pressure gradient is not in general equal to the gradient
of the depth integral of the pressure. The advantage of mak-
ing this approximation is that the geostrophic transport
across a given section can be related to the pressure differ-
ence between its endpoints. Errors due to this approximation
are likely to be largest where there is variable bottom topog-
raphy across a section. Nonetheless, as the endpoint pres-
sures are measurable in the real world, it is of interest to
examine how well this approximation holds in the model.
Note that the barotropic flow is difficult to measure and
Prigidlid is related to an unknown surface setup, bottom
pressure or level of no motion and here we focus largely
on the baroclinic pressure gradient. A similar decomposi-
tion was performed by Sime et al. [2006].
[13] We can obtain a further useful relationship by cross
differentiation of equations (1) and (2)
@
@y
fvð Þ þ @
@x
fuð Þ ¼ 1
r0
@2P
@y@x
 1
r0
@2P
@x@y
 0; (9)
which reduces to
f
@v
@y
þ @u
@x
 
þ v @f
@y
¼ 0; (10)
setting the meridional variation of the Coriolis parameter,
df/dy to be b and noting that continuity requires du/dx +
dv/dy + dw/dz = 0 for a rigid lid model, then
bv ¼ f @w
@z
: (11)
[14] That is, neglecting the relative vorticity, vortex
stretching must be balanced by north-south movement of a
water column to conserve potential vorticity.
[15] We also make use of the well-known expression relat-
ing near-surface vertical velocity, wEk, to local windstress, t
(Ekman pumping)
wEk ¼ 1r0 f
curlzt: (12)
[16] But instead of using the local windstress we will look
for relationships between near surface vertical velocity and
windstress on the eastern boundary as discussed in section 1.
2.2. Definition of AMOC and AMOC Index
[17] Following many previous authors, we define the
AMOC, c, as
c y; zð Þ ¼
Zz
H
Z xw
xe
v x; y; z′ð Þdxdz′; (13)
where xw and xe are the x coordinates of respectively the west-
ern and eastern sides of the Atlantic Basin. In common with
Collins and Sinha [2003] we use the value of the AMOC at
45N and ~670m depth as an index of the overall strength of
the AMOC, however we also examine AMOC predictability
further south at 30N as this is where extensive observations
from the RAPID array [Cunningham et al., 2007] are available.
3. Methods
[18] We analyze data from a 100year portion (years 561–660)
of the 4000+ year HadCM3 preindustrial control simula-
tion [Gordon et al., 2000], hereinafter referred to as
“CONTROL”) and two sets of 20 year simulations which
ran the same model configuration with perturbed atmo-
spheric initial conditions starting from different points of
CONTROL. The method of performing additional simula-
tions with slightly perturbed initial atmospheric conditions
is described in detail by Collins and Sinha [2003] and the
data used here is a subset of that used by those authors.
Briefly, on 1 December of years 590 and 633, respectively,
CONTROL was rerun for a short period (4 days), with the
atmospheric state output at the end of each model day.
These 4 slightly different atmospheric states were then used
to initialize HadCM3 on 1 December of years 590 and 634,
along with the original ocean state from CONTROL, resulting
in five-member ensembles of HadCM3 simulations (count-
ing CONTROL as one member) with identical ocean initial
conditions but perturbed atmospheric initial conditions.
[19] Apart from examination of the traditional AMOC
index (equation (13), section 2.2), we diagnose depth inte-
grated baroclinic transports and baroclinic pressure gradients.
We perform (lagged) correlation analysis for pairs of vari-
ables to elucidate the physical processes controlling transport
fluctuations. Average transports are calculated for two depth
ranges, 100–650m and 650–3500m, hereinafter referred to
as the “upper” and “lower” layers respectively. The upper
layer is made up of predominantly northward flowing ther-
mocline waters, whilst the lower layer consists of southward
flowing North Atlantic Deep Water in the model (section 4).
[20] In year 590 the control AMOC index was in a rela-
tively high state, or more precisely there was a decreasing
trend on decadal timescales, whilst in year 633 it was in a
relatively low state (increasing trend on decadal timescales),
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hence our model study allows us to assess the dependence of
predictability of the AMOC on the state of the AMOC. We
refer to the two ensembles as “HIGH” and “LOW” respec-
tively. Analysis is performed on seasonal means (December-
January-February, March-April-May, June-July-August, and
September-October-November) and also on band-pass (retain-
ing periods of 1–4 years inclusive) and low-pass filtered data
(retaining periods greater than 4 yrs). The filtering method is
described by Hirschi et al. [2007]. A mean seasonal cycle
based on CONTROL is always subtracted from the signal be-
fore filtering is applied.
4. Results
4.1. Simulated Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation
[21] The mean AMOC simulated by the HadCM3 control
averaged over the 100 year analysis period (from monthly
mean velocity data) is shown in Figure 1. This figure is
familiar from many previous studies [Gordon et al., 2000].
It shows a maximum Atlantic overturning of ~19 Sv at about
45N and ~650m depth, with northward surface flow (ther-
mocline waters), sinking at about 60N–65N, and return
flow of Upper North Atlantic Deep Water between depths
of 650–2500m. There is a 5 Sv overturning in the Arctic
Ocean with sinking to depths of about 1500m between
75N–80N. The Arctic Bottom Water upwells at around
65N and exits to the Atlantic basin. There is also an inflow
of Antarctic Bottom Water (about 6 Sv) from the Southern
Ocean, below about 3500m. It penetrates as far as about
40N. Upwelling takes place between 20N–40N and the
water recirculates as Lower North Atlantic Deep Water.
About 25 Sv of water exits the Atlantic between 650—
3500m depth. We can define two levels of no motion for
the Atlantic basin consistent with Figure 1: the 650m level
and the 3500m level. This provides the rationale for our
division of the volume transport into two main layers, one
between 100–650m which represents the northward flowing
thermocline waters (and excludes the surface (Ekman) layer
which is under the direct influence of surface windstress),
and one between depths of 650–3500m which represents
the southward flowing North Atlantic Deep Water.
[22] The variability of the AMOC at 45N and 30N is
shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Variability of similar amplitude
on seasonal, interannual, decadal and multidecadal time-
scales is apparent to the eye. Over the 100 year period, the
AMOC varies between 15 and 23 Sv at 45N and between
6 and 22 Sv at 30N. Predictability can be measured as the
extent to which members of an ensemble track each other
in time (via Anomaly Correlation Coefficient, ACC, Collins
[2002]) or as the extent to which the spread in the ensemble
is comparable to the climatological spread (via root mean
square error, RMSE). The initial condition ensembles are
also shown in Figures 2a, and 2b and the results indicate that
some predictability is present, particularly at decadal time
scales [Collins and Sinha, 2003]. However annual and inter-
annual variability is large which would give rise to consider-
able uncertainty if an actual forecast were being made.
Figure 1. AMOC (Sv) from CONTROL based on monthly
mean velocities (100 year average). Positive (negative)
values imply clockwise (anticlockwise) circulation.
Figure 2. (a) Time series of AMOC (Sv) at ~650m depth from CONTROL at 45N based on seasonal
mean velocities (black line). Colored lines represent the time series for individual members of ensembles
HIGH and LOW (also based on seasonal means). (b) Similar time series at 30N. (c) AMOC variability at
45N in CONTROL split between interannual (thin line) and decadal (thick line) time scales. (d) Corresponding
time series at 30N.
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Interestingly, compared to CONTROL, there is a tendency
for all the ensemble HIGH members to be biased high and
the ensemble LOW members to be biased low. This could
be related to the way in which the ensemble members are
perturbed and to our knowledge has not been noted for
ocean models before.
[23] We can split the AMOC index into components
corresponding to interannual (1–4 year) time scales and lon-
ger (>4 year) time scales respectively using time-domain
bandpass and lowpass filters, Figures 2c, and 2d, following
the method of Hirschi et al. [2007]. Figure 2c makes it clear
that at 45N the variability on interannual time scales has a
smaller amplitude compared with that on decadal time scales
(~4 Sv peak-to-peak on longer time scales compared with
~2 Sv peak-to-peak on interannual time scales). On the other
hand at 30N the corresponding amplitudes are of similar mag-
nitude (about 3Sv peak-to-peak in both cases). As a further
measure of variability, the standard deviation of the AMOC
is tabulated for various time scales at 45Nand 30N (Table 1).
At 45N the decadal variability is more than twice as large as
the interannual variability (0.96Sv compared to 0.36 Sv),
whilst at 30N they are of the same order (0.67 Sv compared
to 0.76 Sv). In absolute terms, decadal variability is larger at
45N (0.96Sv) than at 30N (0.76Sv), and interannual variabil-
ity is much smaller (0.36 Sv at 45N and 0.67Sv at 30N). It is
also noteworthy that the seasonal variability is much stronger at
30N compared with 45N (1.87 Sv compared with 0.81 Sv).
In comparison with direct observations of the AMOC,
HadCM3 displays good agreement at subannual-annual time-
scales as reported by Balan Sarojini et al., [2011]. Based on
5-day means, HadCM3 has a mean transport of 17.1 Sv and a
standard deviation of 4.1 Sv which compares well with 18.6
and 4.5 Sv respectively derived from the RAPID array. Note
that the RAPID observational AMOC time series is still
too short to adequately filter on interannual or longer time
scales.
[24] Our focus in this paper is on interannual variability,
since variability on this time scale is substantial, is expected
to have an influence on North Atlantic climate and is reason-
ably well resolved by direct measurements of the MOC.
Therefore, in what follows we will concentrate mainly on
variability and predictability on interannual time scales.
4.2. Relationship Between Transport
and Pressure Gradient
[25] As indicated in section 2, our expectation is that the
flow will be largely geostrophic in the ocean interior and
we thus should be able to explain the divergence in the vol-
ume transport (i.e., the AMOC) in terms of changes in the
pressure gradient (equation (8)). However it is important to
check how accurately the model flow field is consistent with
theory in this regard [cf. Gregory and Tailleux, 2011].
Therefore, we next examine the relationship between baro-
clinic transport and baroclinic pressure gradients for surface
and lower layers, for interannual time scales (Figure 3). One
possible error when performing correlations where there is a
large seasonal signal, is aliasing of the seasonal cycle to
lower frequencies. We have made extensive checks of time
series at individual gridpoints and have found no evidence
of contamination of bandpass filtered data with a seasonal
signal. Correlations are generally high (0.8–0.9) except at
the western and northern boundaries of the Atlantic basin,
along the mid-Atlantic Ridge, and close to the equator
where correlations drop to values in the range 0.3–0.6. The
correlation is not plotted in regions shallower than ~650m
but it generally weakens further (note that smoothing has
been applied to remove gridpoint noise in the pressure field,
so in Figure 3 the ocean continental shelves appear wider
and are eliminated as too shallow). In the lower layer, corre-
lations remain high and even close to the western boundary
we find reasonably high correlations of order 0.8 suggesting
that a significant portion of the meridional flow is geo-
strophic and can be related to the pressure gradient across
the section (even where there is a significant topographic
slope as discussed in section 2). In the South Atlantic a sim-
ilar situation occurs, but whereas geostrophy is maintained
Table 1. Standard Deviation at 45 and 30N of the AMOC (Sv)
for Different Time Scales, Calculated From Years 561–660 of
CONTROL
45N 30N
Seasonal 0.81 1.87
Interannual 0.36 0.67
Decadal 0.96 0.76
Total 1.44 2.47
Figure 3. Correlation coefficient between baroclinic transport anomaly (Sv) and baroclinic pressure gra-
dient anomaly (evaluated as a pressure difference with units hPa) for interannual time scales: (a) upper
layer and (b) lower layer. The correlation is not evaluated where the depth is too shallow to calculate a
pressure gradient for the defined depth ranges. Analysis is performed on monthly mean anomalies with
respect to a monthly mean climatology from CONTROL.
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to high accuracy in the deep ocean basins (correlations of
order 0.9), the correlations are much weaker close to the
coast (weaker than –0.6 in the upper layer and of order –
0.4 in the lower layer). Figure 3 is based on a 30 year portion
of CONTROL starting 10 years before the period of the
HIGH ensemble, but the pattern illustrated is robust across
a similar portion overlapping the LOW ensemble period
and across the ensemble members. The accuracy of the geo-
strophic balance is thus similar across two different portions
of CONTROL and across the ensemble members.
[26] We conclude that the pressure gradient in general
gives a good indication of the transport except at the equator.
Therefore we are justified in attributing changes in transports
to changes in the pressure/density. Thus to explain transport
variability we need to explain variability in the pressure
field. The relationship is weaker at the western boundary,
particularly at the shallower depths not shown in Figure 3
and we cannot always assume that pressure anomalies will
result in transport anomalies at the western boundary.
4.3. Causes of Interannual Variability
[27] The origin of the interannual variability noted in
section 4.1 can be found by plotting longitude-time diagrams
of upper layer baroclinic pressure anomalies. A typical exam-
ple is plotted in Figure 4 (in this case for ensemble LOW,
but the features are typical across ensembles and ensemble-
members), at latitudes 45N and 30N. We see alternat-
ing bands of positive and negative anomalies. At 45N
(Figure 4a) there is evidence of propagation taking place
intermittently, but at 30N there is clearly continuous propa-
gation of anomalies apparent from the east-west tilt of the
isolines (Figure 4b) originating at the eastern boundary and
propagating westward, taking ~3–4 years to reach the west-
ern boundary, a speed of ~5.3 cm/s at this latitude. There
appears to be some amplification at the western boundary
and also over the mid-Atlantic ridge. However, in the shal-
low westernmost region there is a significant decrease in var-
iability. This is consistent with the behavior of other models
(e.g., OCCAM, Hirschi et al. [2009]) and also with results
from the RAPID monitoring array, Kanzow et al. [2009].
[28] By examining similar diagrams for a different ensem-
ble member (Figures 4c and 4d), we see that, while the speed
of propagation is similar between the two simulations, the
amplitude and phase of the propagating features is different
which will undoubtedly affect the baroclinic transport through
the previously verified geostrophic relation (Figure 3), to a
large extent in the mid ocean regions where the geostrophic
relation is strongest, but also to a lesser extent at the western
boundary (see sections 4.6 and 4.7 for more detailed analysis
of the western boundary region).
[29] The propagating features which cross the basin at
30N are reminiscent of first baroclinic Rossby waves (as
previously suggested by Dong and Sutton [2002]) and their
phase speeds fit with the theoretical wave speed derived
from the model stratification climatology. Propagation
occurs at these time scales in the control simulation, and also
in all the members of the two ensembles, HIGH and LOW.
[30] The depth structure of the anomalies is shown in
Figure 5, which plots the baroclinic pressure anomaly as a
function of depth and time at a particular location (40W,
30N). Surface and deep pressure anomalies are in anti-
phase, which indicates a mode 1 (i.e., first baroclinic)
Rossby wave at this location. The depth structure projects
strongly onto the AMOC (enhanced upper layer transport
is associated with enhanced lower layer transport) and
implies systematic changes to meridional ocean heat trans-
port as the wave propagates.
4.4. Effects of Wave Propagation on Predictability
[31] Having established that all ensemble members (both
HIGH and LOW states) show wavelike propagation on in-
terannual time scales, but with different phases (Figure 4),
we are now in a position to examine the effects of these
waves on the divergence in time of the transports between
ensemble members. Figure 6 shows the RMS difference in
baroclinic pressure anomaly between ensemble members
for the two ensembles LOW and HIGH at 45N and at
30N as a function of longitude and time for the upper layer
on interannual time scales. As an indication of robustness of
our results to ensemble size, we doubled the number of
members in ensemble LOW and found no qualitative differ-
ence in the RMSE estimates (Figures 6 and 7).
[32] A formal measure of predictability, the RMSE, takes
into account all ensemble members. Here the root mean
Figure 4. Longitude-time diagrams of upper layer baroclinic pressure anomaly (hPa) with interannual
filter for two members of ensemble LOW (a) first member at 45N, (b) first member at 30N, (c) fourth
member at 45N, and (d) fourth member at 30N.
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square difference in pressure between pairs of ensemble
members, normalized by twice the climatological standard
deviation from CONTROL (2s, see Collins and Sinha [2003])
is plotted as a function of lead time. As in Figure 4, at 45N
(Figures 6a and 6c) there is evidence of intermittent westward
propagation and for the HIGH ensemble, the largest errors set
in first close to the eastern boundary (15W–30W). There is
thus higher predictability in the western basin (by 1–3 years)
in this case. For the LOW ensemble (Figure 6c), larger errors
set in at about the same time on both boundaries and there is
greater predictability in the interior ocean (~30W). A clearer
picture emerges at 30N (Figures 6b and 6d) where there is
continuous westward propagation from the eastern to the
western boundary. In the LOW ensemble particularly
(Figure 6d) there is a definite difference in predictability of
a few years between eastern and western basins. This is less
clear for ensemble HIGH (Figure 6b), but both ensembles
show a region of low RMSE growth between about 75W
and 85W (i.e., on the narrow and shallow shelf region of
the western boundary). At both 45N and 30N the LOW en-
semble appears to have a shorter predictability time close to
the eastern boundary (within 5–10) compared with the
HIGH ensemble. Taken together, Figures 4 and 6 suggest that
given some knowledge of what is happening on the eastern
boundary, one could predict subsequent variations in many
parts of the western basin. The lower layer pressure differ-
ence (not shown) shows similar features.
[33] We conclude this section by examining the RMSE of
the AMOC itself (i.e., the basin integrated transport) rather
than local transports (Figure 7). At both 45N and 30N,
the RMSE of the AMOC displays the signature of interan-
nual variability. At 45N (Figure 7a), there is a clear differ-
ence between the HIGH and LOW ensembles. In the HIGH
ensemble, the RMSE stays at or below the standard devia-
tion of CONTROL (green line) for around 7 years, implying
the model has some prediction skill. In the LOW ensemble
by contrast the RMSE stays above the CONTROL standard
deviation for most of the first decade, implying much less
predictability. At 30N, both HIGH and LOW ensemble
RMSEs rise above the level of the CONTROL standard
deviation after about a year, consistent with the larger ampli-
tude of interannual fluctuations noted in Figure 2. Without
further investigation it is unclear exactly how the RMSE of
the AMOC is related to the westward propagation, but the
RMSE due to the westward propagation (Figure 6) is the
Figure 5. Interannually filtered baroclinic pressure anom-
aly (hPa) from CONTROL as a function of depth and time
at 40W, 30N.
Figure 6. Longitude-time diagram of RMSE (normalized by twice the standard deviation of the CONTROL
time series) in upper layer baroclinic pressure anomaly with an interannual filter (a) ensemble HIGH 45N,
(b) ensemble HIGH 30N, (c) ensemble LOW 45N, and (d) ensemble LOW 30N. Note that 10 years of
CONTROL data are prepended to each ensemble member before the interannual filter is applied.
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right order of magnitude to explain the signal seen in the
RMSE of the AMOC. The reasonable correspondence
between the AMOC variability in HadCM3 compared with
observations (section 4.1) enables us to tentatively conclude
that the Rossby wave mechanism could be of substantial
importance in explaining the observed variability. We return
to the subject of the link with the basin integrated AMOC at
the end of section 4.5.
4.5. Mechanism of Generation of Westward
Propagating Signals
[34] The hypothesis here is that windstress curl variations
on the eastern boundary generate the Rossby wave response
seen in the previous sections and that differences in the evo-
lution of the windstress curl between the different members
of a given ensemble result in different phases of Rossby
wave propagation, giving rise to differences in the transport
over time. The mediation between the windstress curl and
the Rossby wave generation is hypothesized to act via per-
turbations to near-surface vertical velocity. A number of
studies have linked windstress curl variations to pycnocline
depth and hence indirectly to vertical velocity [Sturges and
Hong 1995; Kanzow et al., 2010; Chidichimo et al., 2010].
Subsequently we expect that there must be modification of
the vortex stretching term to affect the meridional transport.
Hence, in this section we examine the correlation between
windstress curl at the eastern boundary and the near-surface
vertical velocity, the correlation between vertical velocity
and the vortex stretching term, and finally the correlation be-
tween the vortex stretching term and meridional transport.
[35] Figures 8a and 8b show the correlation (based on
equation (12)) between the vertical velocity field at 100m
depth, w100m, and eastern boundary windstress curl (at
23W, 59N and at 10W, 30N respectively). The relation-
ships are robust across the control run (both high and low
periods) and the ensemble members. In Figure 8a there is a
strong patch of negative correlations of magnitudes up to
about 0.7 in the central subpolar gyre centered at about
36W, 45N and positive values to the northeast of about
the same magnitude extending along the shelf break from
northern Spain to Denmark Strait. In Figure 8b a clear dipole
pattern is seen, with an oval patch of negative correlations
up to about 0.65 in magnitude in eastern subtropical gyre
centered at about 24W, 33N and south of this an elongated
region of positive correlations of magnitude up to about 0.85
extending from the Spanish and North African coasts across
the Atlantic to the northern coast of South America. The
strongest positive correlations are in shallow regions adja-
cent to the North African coast. In summary at lower lati-
tudes wind stress curl on the eastern boundary creates a
strong signal just off the eastern boundary in the region
where the propagating features originate in the model
whereas at higher latitudes whilst there is a strong signal,
Figures 4a and 4c show the propagating signals are intermit-
tent and not always coincident (Figure 4a) with the highest
correlation between windstress and w100m shown in Figure 8a.
Figure 7. RMSE of the AMOC at (a) 45N and (b) 30N for ensemble HIGH (black lines) and LOW
(red lines) as a function of lead time (the start time of each ensemble is arbitrarily shifted to year 2 for com-
parison). The RMSE has been normalized by twice the standard deviation of CONTROL. Calculations are
based on interannually filtered seasonal mean data. The green lines show the level at which the RMSE
equals the CONTROL standard deviation. RMSE is nonzero before year 2 due to interannual filtering
and the prepending of CONTROL data (see Figure 6 caption).
Figure 8. (a) Correlation between windstress curl at the eastern boundary (23W, 59N) and vertical
velocity at ~100m depth, w100m. (b) Similar plot for windstress at 10W, 30N. Both windstress and ver-
tical velocity have been filtered to retain interannual time scales. Analysis is based on monthly mean
anomaly data from CONTROL.
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So at higher latitudes it seems that Rossby waves can be gen-
erated and damped across the whole basin and not just at the
eastern boundary (see also Killworth and Blundell [2003,
2007]) and it is therefore unclear at higher latitudes what role
the eastern boundary windstress and associated near surface
vertical velocity may play.
[36] As an example of the robustness of the dipole pattern
in Figures 8b, 9a, and 9b show similar calculations for two
members of ensemble HIGH, that is, the eastern boundary
windstress curl at 10W, 30N is correlated with the w100m.
The patterns reproduce the dipole in Figure 8b, but we note
that the dipole differs in amplitude between the two members.
Additionally, the first ensemble member has areas of high cor-
relation not seen in CONTROL or in the other ensemble mem-
ber. The correlation of the difference in eastern boundary
windstress curl at 30N with the difference in w100m between
the two ensemble members is plotted in Figure 9c. The areas
of high correlation, positive or negative show that between
any two ensemble members the difference in near-surface ver-
tical velocity can be predicted to a large extent by the differ-
ences in eastern boundary windstress curl.
[37] We next look for links between w100m, and the vortex
stretching term dw/dz, defined for our purposes as the verti-
cal velocity at 100m minus the vertical velocity at 650m:
w100m–w650m (Figure 10). This time a lagged correlation is
required to bring out the relationship. Maximum correlations
of about 0.8 occur in a near continuous region extending
from Spain to the Western Gulf of Guinea, and penetrating
into the central North and South Atlantic subtropical gyres
(Figure 10a). There is a progression in phase lag such that
w100m–w650m is near instantaneously correlated with w100m
near the coastal regions of Spain and North Africa, but lags
by up to 15months in the central subtropical gyre (Figure 10b).
It is also noteworthy that correlations are quite low immedi-
ately adjacent to the coast of Africa, where w100m is quite
strongly correlated with the local windstress curl. A possible
explanation of this feature is that the windstress initiates a
deeply penetrating wave which hits the sea floor and reflects
up again. Some evidence for this can be seen in similar plots
to Figure 10a in the vertical plane where the maximum corre-
lations of w100m with meridional transport describe a V shape
(not shown). Again the region of strongest correlations is coin-
cident with the generation region of westward propagating
waves in the subtropical gyre described in section 4.3. How-
ever, there is no clear response in the subpolar gyre, and
w100m is disconnected with the vortex stretching there.
[38] We now demonstrate the connection between vortex
stretching and meridional transport (equation (11)) to com-
plete our picture of the processes linking boundary windstress
curl, and changes in the AMOC. Figure 11 shows the correla-
tion between dw/dz and the northward baroclinic transport in-
tegrated over depths of 100–650m. Large positive correlations
are observed in the Northern Atlantic, including subtropical
and subpolar gyres and the near equatorial regions. Maximum
correlations are close to 1.0 at zero lag, although 0.8 is a more
typical value, demonstrating the tight coupling between vortex
stretching and meridional transport.
[39] In summary this section has shown evidence that winds-
tress curl variations at the eastern boundary of the subtropical
gyre can excite variations in meridional baroclinic transport
via their effect on near-surface vertical velocity and subse-
quently on the vortex stretching term dw/dz, which is tightly
coupled to the transport. We have therefore described a three-
stage mechanism for the interannual variability: windstress curl
induces a response in w100m, this affects dw/dz (vortex stretch-
ing) which has to be balanced by meridional transport (and
hence changes to the AMOC) due to the conservation of poten-
tial vorticity. In the subpolar gyre the link between near surface
vertical velocity and vortex stretching is not observed and the
interannual variability seems to be forced by a different mech-
anism. Previous work byKanzow et al. [2010] andChidichimo
et al. [2010] have suggested a link between windstress curl at
the eastern boundary and excitation of Rossby waves as a
Figure 9. (a) Correlation between windstress curl at the
eastern boundary (10W, 30N) and vertical velocity at
~100m depth, w100m, for one of the members of ensemble
HIGH. (b) Similar plot for a different member of ensemble
HIGH. (c) Similar plot for the correlation between the differ-
ence in windstress curl at the eastern boundary, and the dif-
ference in near-surface vertical velocity between the two
ensemble members. Both windstress and vertical velocity
have been filtered to retain interannual time scales. Analysis
is based on seasonal mean anomalies with respect to a
monthly mean climatology derived from CONTROL.
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mechanism for AMOC variability, focusing on annual time
scales. Here we have shifted the focus to interannual time
scales and attempted to explain the physical processes behind
the forcing mechanism. Additionally we have tried to estimate
to what extent the boundary forcing can explain the sensitivity
of the system to initial conditions.
[40] We conclude this section by examining the extent to
which the basin-integrated AMOC (rather than local trans-
ports) is sensitive to Rossby wave propagation. Figure 12
shows the correlation at various lags, of the AMOC itself with
the windstress curl at the eastern boundary. The most obvious
feature is a dipole of moderate strength (correlations of order
0.55) at a lag of about 12months. The highest correlations
are located at ~20N (positive) and ~50N (negative). These
correlations are lower than those seen for the local transport,
but are not negligible. The lag of about 12months is consistent
with the lag between the near surface vertical velocity and sub-
sequent vortex stretching (Figure 10). Thus the basin inte-
grated AMOC owes something to the Rossby wave propaga-
tion, but is clearly also influenced by other processes (e.g.,
western boundary anomalies, discussed in the next and subse-
quent sections).
4.6. Example of Wave Propagation
Mechanism at 30N
[41] We provide an example of the wind wave generation
mechanism at 30N to illustrate the above findings and for
comparison with extensive observations available in this re-
gion. Figures 13a and 13b show a time-latitude diagram of an-
nual mean meridional transport (this time for two members of
the HIGH ensemble). In Figure 13a, westward propagation is
visible and traceable from the eastern boundary to about
70W, close to but not coincident with the western boundary.
The propagation in velocity is less coherent than that in pres-
sure at this latitude (compare Figures 13c and 13d which show
pressure from the same ensemble members) and there appears to
be more amplification at the mid-Atlantic ridge. At the western
boundary itself, there is more complicated behavior, with larger
amplitude, including both westward and eastward propagation,
which is not clearly seen in the pressure field and is likely to be
advective in origin (section 4.7). The first side panel, Figure 13a,
on the right shows the meridional transport (lagged by 6months)
at 20W (black line) and the corresponding near-surface vertical
Figure 10. Lagged correlation of dw/dz (i.e., w100m–w650m) against near surface vertical velocity
(w100m). (a) Maximum correlation taking account of all lags. (b) Lag in months at which maximum cor-
relation occurs. Vertical velocity has been filtered to retain interannual time scales. The plot is based on
monthly mean vertical velocities from years 623–653 of CONTROL (which includes the LOW state of
the AMOC), but is typical of the CONTROL and ensemble simulations.
Figure 11. Instantaneous correlation of dw/dz (i.e., w100m–
w650m) against upper layer baroclinic transport. The plot is
based on monthly mean vertical velocities from years 623
to 653 of CONTROL as for Figure 9.
Figure 12. Correlation between windstress curl at the east-
ern boundary (10W, 30N) and the (lagged) AMOC as a
function of latitude and lag. The calculation is based on
interannually filtered monthly mean data from years 570 to
600 of CONTROL.
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velocity (red line),w100m, there is a strong correlation as expected
from Figure 10 and w100m clearly has an important (but not
exclusive) role in forcing the transport fluctuations which
subsequently propagate as a wave. The second side panel of
Figure 13a, shows the windstress curl at the eastern boundary
(blue line) and w100m (red line) and again there is a strong corre-
lation as implied by Figures 8 and 9. The correlation is somewhat
weaker however and it is not always possible to attribute fluctua-
tions in w100m to definite changes in windstress curl. Figure 13b
shows similar diagrams for another ensemble member and we
see here that the large positive fluctuation in transport in year
598 at 20W is clearly associated both with a fluctuation in
w100m and with a positive excursion of the windstress curl (high-
lighted by the solid arrow). No such excursion in the windstress
curl is present at that time in Figure 13a (dashed arrow), support-
ing the assumption that the difference between the two simula-
tions (including subsequent propagation) is due to differences
in windstress curl. Conversely the strong negative anomaly visi-
ble in year 599 (Figure 13b) does not show a very strong negative
excursion in the windstress curl, and so this event seems to be
influenced by other processes in addition to the windstress curl.
[42] In conclusion, there is a link between windstress curl
and transport variations, and this can be used to explain differ-
ences which arise between ensemble members, but exact pre-
dictions cannot be made as other processes are clearly also
present. Nonetheless, a positive (negative) excursion in the
windstress curl at the boundary will normally result in a posi-
tive (negative) propagating signal in the meridional transport.
4.7. Propagation at the Western Boundary
and Summary Diagram
[43] Section 4.6 presented evidence of propagation origi-
nating from both eastern and western boundaries (Figure 13).
Here we focus on the western boundary propagation in more
Figure 13. (a) Time-longitude diagram at 30N of upper layer meridional transport (Sv/gridpoint) for
first member of HIGH ensemble. Line plots to the right are values at 20W of upper layer meridional trans-
port (same units), with a lag of 6months (black line), near-surface vertical velocity, w100m, (red lines) and
windstress curl at the eastern boundary (blue line). We have scaled the vertical velocity and windstress
curl on the rightmost line plot by a factor of 2.4 to make them easier to see, and omitted axis labels as these
are the same as on the adjacent line plot. (b) similar plot for second member of HIGH ensemble. (c) Time-
longitude diagram at 30N of upper layer baroclinic pressure anomaly (hPa) for first member of HIGH
ensemble. (d) Same as Figure 13c for second member of ensemble HIGH. All variables have been filtered
to retain interannual time scales.
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detail as well as establishing links between the westward
propagating Rossby waves and the eastward propagating
anomalies at the western boundary, before summarizing
the propagation features found in this study.
[44] Anomaly propagation along the western boundary of
the North Atlantic is demonstrated using a time-distance
diagram oriented along the path of the Gulf Stream/North
Atlantic Current (Figure 14). On interannual time scales,
there is clear propagation along the path of the Gulf Stream
(solid arrows), i.e., in the wrong direction to be attributed to
Rossby or Kelvin-type waves. This poleward propagation
seems to be advective in origin as evidenced by the speed
of anomaly propagation which is roughly consistent with
the speed of the mean currents (c.f. Sinha et al. [2004]).
The northeastward/eastward propagation can be traced for
thousands of kilometres and involves changes to the ampli-
tude and speed of the anomalies en route. There is also evi-
dence of westward propagating anomalies (i.e., going
against the Gulf Stream/North Atlantic Current) in the
region 25W–55W (dashed arrows). These latter are clearly
westward (or northwestward) propagating Rossby waves
originating from the eastern boundary as previously
described. East of the Grand Banks, anomalies being carried
eastward interact with westward propagating Rossby waves
(and intermittently with anomalies advected southeastward
in the Labrador Current), creating a complicated interference
pattern (this can be seen in the right hand part of the dis-
tance-time diagram in Figure 14 where the horizontal coor-
dinate ranges from 3500–5500 km and the dashed and solid
arrows frequently meet and cross over each other.
[45] To provide evidence that the western boundary cur-
rent anomalies can be linked to the westward moving Rossby
waves in the ocean interior, we next plot spatially coherent
anomalies at different time periods from one of the members
of ensemble HIGH (Figure 15). The sequence begins at
year 600 and proceeds in 6months intervals for 3 years. Here
an initially small and weak anomaly at ~25N, 25W trans-
forms into a SW-NE oriented wavefront of order 1000 km
in length. The wavefront subsequently propagates west-
wards/northwestwards and intensifies in amplitude. After
2 years, the extreme south-west portion of the wavefront
curls clockwise and feed into the western boundary where
it subsequently travels eastwards, presumably advected by
the Gulf Stream. The westward propagating Rossby waves
thus appear to be able to influence transport at the western
boundary where meridional transport anomalies are of order
1 Sv over a model gridcell. An interesting topic for further
study would be quantification of the effects of the waves on
western boundary current position and strength.
[46] Figure 16 presents a summary of the propagating fea-
tures detected in the model based on analysis of the upper
layer velocities. There is northwestward phase propagation
in the subtropical gyre, with coherent wavefronts (e.g.,
Figure 15) extending for thousands of kilometers from
Europe to South America. At the western boundary amplifi-
cation of anomalies occurs and there is poleward propaga-
tion along the coast of North America and along the North
Atlantic Current path (Figure 14). A variety of other propa-
gating features were also detected using Hovmöller diagrams
and animations (not included in the paper for reasons of con-
ciseness). Anomaly propagation is seen along the Greenland
coast extending from Denmark Strait to the Labrador Sea,
and this also seems to be advective in origin. In the Equato-
rial and South Atlantic there is also wave propagation. The
oceanic region south of Equatorial West Africa is a source
region for southwestward propagating waves, whilst there
Figure 14. Propagation along the western boundary of the
North Atlantic. The upper panel shows a propagation pathway
(thin line). The lower panel is a time-distance diagram, show-
ing meridional transport anomalies (Sv) with distance along
the western boundary and time. Northeastward and northwest-
ward propagation originate at opposite ends of the Gulf
Stream/North Atlantic Current and interact east of the Grand
Banks (indicated by arrows). The diagram is based on seasonal
mean anomalies from CONTROL, filtered to retain interannual
time scales.
Figure 15. Connection between interior Rossby wave prop-
agation and anomaly propagation at the western boundary.
The solid black lines connect spatially coherent anomalies at
particular times (relative to year 600) denoted by numerical
labels (0, 0.5, 1 year, etc.). Color shading shows meridional
transport anomaly from a member of ensemble HIGH. Dotted
line and arrow shows the direction of Rossby wave propaga-
tion. Dashed line and arrow shows the development and prop-
agation of an anomaly at the western boundary.
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are westward propagating waves in the South Atlantic, with,
surprisingly, a small northward component to the phase veloc-
ity. Southward propagating anomalies on the western bound-
ary of the South Atlantic seem to be advective in origin.
[47] The large northward component of the Rossby waves
in the subtropical gyre is interesting and bears further com-
ment. We note that one possible explanation of the apparent
northward component is that the westward phase speed of
Rossby waves decreases at higher latitudes as b decreases.
Waves initiated at the western boundary will reach a given
longitude with a delay dependent on latitude which could
provide an apparent northward propagation. Set against this
is expectation from theory that north-south propagation is
permissible [e.g., Gill, 1982] and north-south propagation is
seen in quasigeostrophic studies with a constant b [Barnier,
1988]. The latter author found the direction of phase propaga-
tion to be 46 to the northwest, similar to our Figure 15 and
emphasized the role of the orientation of the mid-Atlantic
Ridge in determining the direction of phase propagation.
Animations (not shown) indicate that in HadCM3 the north-
ward component of the propagating waves is somewhat inter-
mittent in time and may also vary spatially.
4.8. Differences in Predictability Between the HIGH
and LOW Ensembles
[48] Differences in predictability time for the pressure field
at the eastern boundary of the subtropical gyre for the HIGH
and LOW ensembles were noted in section 4.4. Figures 17a
and 17b show the RMSE normalized by twice the CONTROL
standard deviation calculated for the sets of windstress curl
for the HIGH and LOW ensembles respectively averaged for
lead times up to 2 years. Where this diagnostic is small the
windstress curl will have a relatively high predictability
(inverse relationship). Ensemble HIGH (Figure 17a) has rela-
tively low predictability time (high RMSE) in the tropical
South Atlantic and relatively high predictability time (low
RMSE) at around 45N and in the Gulf Stream region.
Ensemble LOW has relatively low predictability time scale
in the eastern subpolar gyre and relatively high predictability
time scale south of the Equator and at around 55W, 20N.
It can be seen that close to the eastern boundary of the subtrop-
ical gyre (at 30N), both HIGH and LOW ensembles have
similar, intermediate RMSE values. Windstress at the eastern
boundary of the subtropical gyre determines the vertical
velocities in the region of the model where westward propaga-
tion originates (section 4.5, Figure 8b). Thus the spread in near
surface vertical velocity between the ensemble members in the
HIGH state would be expected to be similar to the spread be-
tween the ensemble members in the LOW state at a given
time, and similarly the spread in dw/dz and the baroclinic
transport (from the relationships established between these
variables in the previous section). Thus the fact that there is lit-
tle difference in predictability of the transport at 30N is a con-
sequence of the fact that the windstress at the eastern boundary
diverges at the same rate in both ensembles.
[49] In Figures 17a and 17b, at ~45N we find that there is
a relatively long predictability time for the windstress at the
Figure 16. Summary diagram of wavefronts and propaga-
tion directions for the Atlantic. Thin black lines show wave-
fronts for interannual timescale Rossby wave-like propagating
features. Thin dashed arrows show propagation directions for
these waves. Thick black lines show boundary propagation,
probably advective in origin. Thick dashed arrows show tenta-
tive or intermittent propagation, also probably advective in ori-
gin. The color shading is the meridional transport anomaly (Sv)
for summer of year 633.
Figure 17. (a) RMSE in ocean surface windstress curl,
averaged over lead times up to 2 years for ensemble HIGH,
relative to twice the modeled climatological (CONTROL)
standard deviation, (b) similar plot for ensemble LOW, and
(c) difference in RMSE between HIGH and LOW ensembles.
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eastern boundary in the HIGH ensemble (blue area) compared
with the LOW ensemble (red area). Figure 8a demonstrates
that at 45N the eastern boundary windstress determines the
near-surface vertical velocity field, w100m, in the eastern sub-
polar gyre. Hence, w100m is more predictable in the eastern
subpolar gyre on interannual time scales in the HIGH com-
pared to the LOW ensembles. Whether this impacts on pre-
dictability of the subpolar gyre transport remains unclear as
we have been unable to establish a link between near-surface
vertical velocity and dw/dz (or baroclinic transport) in the
subpolar gyre. How the difference in windstress predictabil-
ity between the ensembles is communicated to differences
in transport predictability, if at all, remains unexplained.
Nonetheless, Figure 7a (section 4.4) indicates that based on
the RMSE measure, the basin integrated AMOC is more pre-
dictable in ensemble HIGH compared with LOW.
[50] Differences in RMSE between the two ensembles are
shown in Figure 17c highlighting the significant difference
in windstress curl predictability between the ensembles at
~55N (Figure 17c also shows significant differences close
to the north coast of South America and in the tropical South
Atlantic). The caveat on this result is the small ensemble size
and small number of ensembles. Detailed inspection of
Figure 17c shows that the RMSE is higher at the eastern
boundary (at 30N) in the LOW ensemble compared to the
HIGH ensemble and this is consistent with the slightly lon-
ger predictability times found in the HIGH ensemble com-
pared with the LOW ensemble in section 4.4. It is however
difficult to directly link (correlate) the RMSE in windstress
with the RMSE in w100m (or in dw/dz or the meridional
transport). This is because RMSE is a nonlinear measure,
and although there is a strong correlation between curl t at
the eastern boundary and w100m, and also between the differ-
ence in these quantities between individual pairs of ensem-
ble members (Figures 8 and 9), the process of calculating
RMSE leads to amplification of the residual error in the
correlations.
5. Summary
[51] We have elucidated a mechanism leading to loss of
predictability of the ocean circulation on interannual time
scales in a coupled climate model with a noneddying ocean
component. Even in a noneddying ocean, and away from the
surface Ekman layer (i.e., below about 100m depth), small
differences in initial atmospheric conditions cause changes
in the Rossby wave field which dominates pressure and
transport variability on interannual time scales in the interior
ocean. The pressure changes translate to changes in the bar-
oclinic transport via the geostrophic relation which holds to
a reasonable degree throughout the domain. Changes appear
first close to the eastern boundary and propagate westwards,
resulting in longer predictability time in the interior of the
western basin compared to the east. North-south baroclinic
transport in the interior ocean is strongly linked to vortex
stretching (i.e., dw/dz) and in the subtropical gyre region
close to the eastern boundary the latter is controlled to a
large extent by eastern boundary wind stress curl through
its influence on near surface vertical velocity, resulting in a
regime where variability is dominated by Rossby wave
propagation. This contrasts with the subpolar gyre where
the eastern boundary windstress curl does not have a strong
influence on vortex stretching and interannual variability is
not strongly dominated by Rossby wave activity.
[52] The western boundary is also a region of relatively
rapid loss of predictability, and we have shown that this area
is dominated by propagation of transport anomalies along
the Gulf Stream path, probably by advection by mean cur-
rents. The source of these anomalies is not fully clear, but
we have demonstrated that Rossby wavefronts reaching the
western boundary can initiate anomalies which amplify
and subsequently propagate along the Gulf Stream. Apart
from local effects in the interior ocean, eastern boundary
windstress curl and Rossby wave propagation clearly affect
the basin integrated transport variability. Precise quantifica-
tion is however difficult and requires further study.
[53] We also explored the dependence of the transport pre-
dictability on interannual timescales on the mean state of the
AMOC (high versus low). At both 30N and 45N there is
evidence of slightly longer predictability times in ensemble
HIGH close to the eastern boundary. At 30N the eastern
boundary windstress curl is slightly more predictable in
HIGH than in LOW which is consistent with the small dif-
ference in predictability time scale. However, further north,
at 45N, there is significantly longer predictability of winds-
tress curl when the AMOC is in a strong (high) state and this
may result in slightly longer predictability times for the
transport compared to when the AMOC is in a weak (low)
state.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
[54] We conclude that on interannual time scales west-
ward propagating baroclinic Rossby waves generated by
fluctuations in windstress curl have an important effect on
the variability and predictability of North Atlantic meridio-
nal transports in the HadCM3 climate model. There is a clear
indication that the basin integrated AMOC is also affected
(in particular anomalies due to Rossby wave propagation
are of the same order of magnitude as fluctuations in the ba-
sin wide AMOC), but other processes are also involved, for
example generation and propagation of transport anomalies
at the western boundary. Western boundary anomalies inter-
act with eastward propagating Rossby waves, but the impli-
cations for western boundary current position and variability
are still unclear. The good agreement between simulated and
observed meridional transport and its variability at 26N
gives some confidence that similar mechanisms could be
operating in the real world.
[55] Whilst of intrinsic interest in terms of ocean vari-
ability, the implications of our study for predictability of
regional heat/salt transports and surface fluxes of heat
and freshwater need to be explored. It is not at present
clear whether the propagation of Rossby waves on these
time scales has a significant effect on weather or climate
variability, and this can only be ascertained by investigat-
ing whether the atmosphere feels any influence from these
oceanic processes. Potentially, heat flux convergence due
to propagating waves could affect the atmospheric bound-
ary layer—such effects have mainly been demonstrated in
the more energetic western boundary current regions
[e.g., Minobe et al., 2008].
[56] The presence of mesoscale ocean eddies will modify
our results to an unknown extent, hence studies of
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predictability in climate models using eddy-permitting (or
even eddy-resolving) ocean components [Delworth et al.,
2012] will need to be conducted.
[57] Feedbacks to/from the atmosphere have not been
addressed by our study, which has concentrated on the rea-
sons for initial divergence of model trajectories. It remains
unclear how and why the windstress predictability differs
in certain regions depending on the state of the AMOC and
even whether this is a robust result. A more comprehensive
study with many more ensembles would have to be con-
ducted to test this rigorously.
[58] Our study may be model dependent, therefore similar
mechanistic studies should be conducted on other climate
models (e.g., the CMIP5 initial condition ensemble experi-
ments [Taylor et al., 2012]). Propagation speeds and direc-
tions as well as regions of susceptibility to perturbations
may well be different in different models (e.g., depending
on the grid type, the resolution or the time step). Nevertheless,
Rossby/boundary wave propagation are well established
mechanisms that have been simulated in a wide range of
ocean models [e.g., Barnier, 1988; Lecointre et al., 2008;
Aoki et al., 2009; Hunt et al., 2012]. Previous studies have
also shown that Rossby and boundary waves are likely to be
linked to fluctuations of meridonal ocean transports [e.g.,
Hirschi et al., 2007; Roussenov et al., 2008] providing further
support to the existence of a possible link between baroclinic
waves and the predictability of ocean transports.
[59] Acknowledgments. This study was funded under the NERC
Oceans 2025, RAPID-WATCH VALOR and RAPID THCMIP projects of
the UK’s Natural Environment Research Council. HadCM3 control simula-
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